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Troy: There’s a big focus
on how we drive direct
bookings to our website,
the competitive landscape with OTAs
and metasearch, and with the way
technology’s changing and enabling
wholesale agents to be selling to B2B,
then to B2C clients. One of the big
things we focus on is understanding
how to use customer data more
effectively.

How hotels
should drive
direct bookings
and manage
distribution

It’s very difficult in this market to
capture guests you’re after. There’s
so much noise in the marketing
landscape. How do you cut through
it? By getting that web platform
experience or by using a CRM? Offer a
unique experience.
Mark: It’s really trying to
understand and educate,
working with franchisees
to understand where there’s an
opportunity. Getting advertising
money spend to drive in that digital
landscape is interesting when there’s
a lack of education. We’re coming
up against things like Booking.com
drastically splashing their customer
acquisition marketing spend and
pushing that into their retention
strategy.

Melissa: [As] Devil’s advocate,
commission is an expense
but if you look at your own
marketing spend, there’s no guarantee
you’ll get even one booking through
a direct channel. Make sure you’re
leveraging the right channels with
the best margins. It comes down to
the transactional value versus the
customer lifetime value on those
channels.
Troy: Everything is becoming
blurred. You’ve got OTAs that
are becoming more
meta-search.
Meta-search are becoming OTAs.
Amazon is reaching into booking
airlines and hotels. These different
distribution channels are becoming
one big conglomerate, which is
going to be very difficult for hotels to
understand where to send the best
money. How do I promote more and
spend more on our metasearch?
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Troy: Parity is of major
importance because the
landscape is getting so
blurred with improving technology.
It’s [become] a longer-reaching issue.
If we don’t manage it, that directly
impacts our performance. If we don’t
manage things correctly, it impacts our
offline performance and wholesale, and
can impact our online performance. It’s
not just about trying to drive that brand
reputation of the brand website.
Mark: I think about it from
a customer [perspective].
The anxiety it causes when
you’re doing research and
seeing all these different prices: it can
confuse the consumer and that’ll drive
down conversion. The fact it’s called
out [in OTA Insight’s survey] as brand
reputation for 41% and 55% for revenue
opportunities, that’s a combined score:
it’s really about if you have control on
rates you’re pushing out.
I’d assume that the 49% [in the survey]
that said they’re in control of their
parity strategy are probably KPIed
against it and they told their boss
they’re on target! There needs to
be differentiation between having
a product that’s talking to you and
giving you information on rate parity
and actually what your executed
strategy is.
DO YOU FEEL IN CONTROL OF YOUR RATE
PARITY STRATEGY?

The importance
of managing
rate parity
MAIN REASONS WHY HOTELS MAINTAIN PARITY...
4% OTHER

55% REVENUE
OPPORTUNITIES

41% BRAND
REPUTATION

Troy: In theory we know exactly
what to do and what the margin
should be, given the retail and
wholesale rates. But these days
with a competitive market and getting
so tight, you’ve got agents that aren’t
marking up the full amount anymore. A
lot of people understand the issues but
aren’t necessarily in control.
Some hotels manage their inventory
and rates very well. So if our wholesale
business is down for a specific hotel, is
there any correlation in the pricing they’re
doing and the parity scores? If they’re
trying to be too aggressive in their pricing
online, is that impacting with more rate
parity issues? At the end of the day, the
guest is confused and if you’re trying
to guarantee the best rate, you risk
winding up with no bookings.
Melissa: [Customers] just want
the most frictionless experience
and the best value or perceived
value deal they can, the fastest way
possible.

WATCH ON-DEMAND WEBINAR HERE
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Troy: The main cause of rate
disparity is from strategies at
the hotel and not being on top
of checking systems. If you go back
18 years, a wholesale contract rate can’t
find its way online; there was no online.
Retail rates have increased too much
compared to the wholesale contract
rate. This was the way of Booking.com
and Agoda and their technology can just
grab that wholesale rate and put it on
their website.

On putting
better systems
in place

When we challenged [our teams], we
found that a wholesale promotional
rate was still open. We forgot to close it
while we were increasing our retail rates
because demand was back. It’s about
getting hotel teams to understand
what is their pricing strategy and
inventory controls and then the
yielding by different agents.

Melissa: A lot of the focus
does also have to be around
strategy. management and
the execution of things
internally on property. If they don’t
have the resources, that’s a source of
frustration across the industry; policing
these things takes time. It’s really
important to invest where you can in
things that help manage this space.
Troy: It’s the responsibility
of the hotel team to
make sure that rates are
loaded correctly. I think
we sometimes ignore the systems
because we’re so used to technology
on our phones working, we’re so
connected, we don’t really care about
configuring at the back end. But we
need to be in control of that.
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Mark: When consumers
start that journey, the one
big difference between a
branded website versus
an OTA is the level of detail. We’re
actively optimising our direct website
to give additional detail that you
won’t find on an OTA, which is
focused on price and and imagery,
whereas the branded sites can have
more information and drive a higher
conversion. Understand the booking
funnel process and where we can
influence it.
Melissa: We can learn
lessons from some of the
platforms out there and the
way they present market
properties. Sometimes we just don’t
give enough information. It can be
simple things like colour-coding to
direct customers’ attention to where
the value is with what you want
them to purchase. There are lots of
psychological tricks.
Troy: Differentiate your
brand website. What’s the
content you can attract that
guest to? We’re lucky that we have a
reward programme and member rates.
So we’re competing with Booking.
com and Genius. We’ve pushed that
member rate to be very public and
visual in front of guests’ eyes, so they
can log on and get a 10% discount.

On ensuring
better customer
experiences
What’s the special thing we can offer
the guest that’s not available on the
OTAs? How much more personalized
can we make the experience
with technology where we’re
implementing a CRM.
We hoteliers can never compete with
the OTA and the marketing spend
they have but their systems are very
generic. How can we really push out
brand website to give that unique
experience? The younger generation
want that experience, so how can you
make your website more influential?
Mark: As we move more into
the digital space, we know
people are using numerous
devices and points in their
journey, whether in the research or
the booking phase, when they’re
actually at the property, and after
we’re walking them through and
understanding how to best stitch
together all of those different parts
of that journey.
The technology and the interactions
can be quite seamless. Then use those
as opportunities to further market to
them to drive the conversion rates and
satisfaction levels. So understanding
that end-to-end point in terms of the
consumer and how we can best better
tap into that.
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Troy: Mobile is becoming
bigger and bigger. We need
to harness that technology.
How is our mobile app for
website working? How does that
integrate with the guest experience
technology? Use a CRM to try and make
that journey a lot more personable
for that guest in presenting what they
actually want.

Data and
technology:
where to next?

Melissa: We want to have that
presence at all touch points.
It’s about trying to predict the
future almost all the time as to when
to be able to make the right decisions,
where we need to be and what all those
touch points are for your particular
market.
Super apps are certainly an area
you can’t discount. It’s very much an
instant gratification market and there
are lots of things that fill that need.
Spend some time researching these
and always think about how that can
impact the way we do business and on
demand.
Troy: Of the super apps, one
of the key benefits is that
whole payment method;
[guests] being able to pay and be much
more comfortable that they’re paying
with a system they’re confident with.
Because some guests still don’t like
putting a credit card into our website
because they don’t know where it’s
going to go.

These apps are definitely growing in
importance within the Asian market.
But they haven’t gone into the west
successfully yet. But Facebook’s
trying to get its booking and payment
methodology locked down so they’ll
have the western market sewn up.
Mark: Think about where
rates are being distributed.
We’re seeing big changes
in point of sale. Understand what’s
happening within your local market. Try
to utilise tools such as OTA Insight to
understand what your rooms are being
sold at via different points of sale. So
what does it look like in the US point of
sale versus a Chinese point of sale?
These help properties - independents
or chains - to have an overall
understanding of what’s actually
happening. It’s quite easy to get
disheartened as an operator because
you think you’re doing the right thing
when you’re not. [By] utilising [the right]
system you can fix things and pull
them apart to understand what the
cause was.

